
UOL DIVEO is a leading cloud services provider in Brazil with a broad range of 
customers, from the largest enterprises to midmarket, and a sister company 
and ISP that reaches small businesses and consumers. Working with a variety 
of partners to bring the latest in AI, Big Data, IOT, Security, and Multicloud 
services to their customers, UOL DIVEO is helping each customer grow as a 
“smart business” through digital transformation.

Sell the customer problem, amplify the story, address each 
audience specifically  
UOL DIVEO built their customer story with the end in sight by selling the 
customer pain, and with DRaaS in particular, the risks of not having a 
comprehensive disaster recovery service – whether the incident was created 
from human error, malicious attack, or natural disasters. Using a combination 
of global and Brazil-based true-life disaster stories with quantifiable damage, 
UOL DIVEO built awareness across customer stakeholders. 

To e�ectively convey the message, UOL DIVEO tailored content and venues for 
each key audience. IT Managers, responsible for selecting and delivering DRaaS 
solutions and seeking a simple, high-value o�er, were reached through social 
media and direct connections which advertised a live webinar event. In 
parallel, UOL DIVEO built and strengthened CIO relationships at a live event 
focused on the new DRaaS o�er.

UOL DIVEO’s Route to Cloud 
Growing Customers with Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS)

Easy customer experience

UOL DIVEO used VMware’s 
vCloud Availability solution to 
launch a DRaaS offer that is 
easy and familiar for the 
customer as it takes advantage 
of their on-premises vSphere 
investment. As well, they 
leveraged vCloud Director to 
facilitate easy management,
and NSX to ensure network 
management and security.

UOL wanted to move quickly and be early to 
market in Brazil with vCloud Availability based 
Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS). They 
had early demand from a large customer and 
built on that to roll out a full solution through 
their field sales team. Their field sales team 
had many customers and many o�ers in their 
catalog so ensuring customers could come 
directly to an understanding of the need and 
sellers could quickly understand how to meet 
it was critical.

1)  To accelerate time to market and build a better 
o�er and customer story, gather stakeholders from 
across each customer touchpoint. 
2)  Focus the story on resolving customer pain, 
identifying and solving the customer problem, 
and addressing each audience specifically, IT 
managers and CIOs. 
3)  Create a simple yet flexible base o�er with a 
bouquet of value-added services o�erings.
4)  Build an e�icient lead-to-sales engine to 
facilitate the hand-o� to sellers and provide a 
better engagement experience to customers.  

Challenge: Solution Recipe:



UOL DIVEO was able to launch an entirely new offer and build a pipeline within a very few months. Starting 

with a single customer’s request, UOL DIVEO is seeing continued success in the financial services industry and 

beyond. There is broad demand from customers across industries ranging from manufacturing, oil & gas, 

retail, transportation, and services. With a clear story on application continuity via DRaaS as both an initial 

step to the cloud as well as a managed service for existing customers, UOL DIVEO’s easy to use service and 

simple offer are resonating in a market that’s increasingly cloud-ready.

Success 

Provide a simple yet rich customer offer with flexibility to start  
and to grow

UOL DIVEO’s strategy was to create a “core” o�er that was easy to understand and yet 
flexible enough to provide customer choice, plus a bouquet of value added services 
that customers could use to grow into a deeper partnership with UOL DIVEO. 

•    Start: Flexible Core o�er – A basic compute package plus three tiers of storage 
capabilities based on performance requirements.

•    Grow: Value added services – A range of options including a prepared 
operational run-book, run-book testing, and a full time technical account manager. 

Build an efficient lead-to-sales engine

Sales benefited from a strong o�er and an e�ective customer story, resulting in many 
opportunities. Add to this volume the wide range of UOL DIVEO o�ers, and it was a 
challenge to e�iciently flow the new solution through the entire sales process.  UOL 
DIVEO innovated internally, creating and sta�ing a new team to facilitate the hand-o� 
of qualified opportunities to sellers and to provide a better engagement experience 
to customers. 

Collaborate across disciplines to set a broad vision for success and 
accelerate time to market 

To accelerate time to market, UOL DIVEO gathered stakeholders from across all 
customer-touching disciplines – sales, marketing, product, engineering and 
architecture, and operations – to collectively build a di�erentiated customer value 
proposition that went beyond technology and into customer engagement. Meeting 
together and thinking real-time about a holitstic customer experience, from solution 
to support to value added services, they laid the foundation for a fast-start and 
ongoing success by incorporating a diverse set of information and perspectives into 
the strategy, story, and o�er. 

Leveraging an initial customer 

UOL DIVEO started their search 
for the right DRaaS offer when a 
financial services industry 
customer asked them to extend 
their current service with UOL 
DIVEO and complement it with a 
DRaaS offer. UOL DIVEO’s success 
with this initial customer was the 
foundation for the path forward 
building a standardized offer. 


